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BOLDRE STILL AND BOLDRE
(April 2017)

WOOLTACK POINT - PEMBROKESHIRE
(Article 186 below)

The Reverend Canon Andrew Neaum became the “House for Duty”
Anglican priest of the lovely Boldre Benefice in August 2013. The
Vicarage in which he and Diana live is on the edge of the New Forest,
a couple of miles north of Lymington in Hampshire. He is old
fashioned enough a priest to visit his flock in their homes, but “house
for duty” clergy are supposed to work only two days a week and
Sundays, which means visiting everyone in the parish takes a long
time. The following are the April 2017 weekly ruminations, aired
prejudices and footling observations that in the weekly pew sheet
augment his visits and help keep folk in touch week in and week out.
Earlier articles are available from the Article Page on this Website:
http://www.andrewneaum.com/articles.htm

(190) “This and That” - 30 April 2017
Shopping was embarrassing when I was a boy. My father couldn’t bear being kept waiting.
He’d endure no more than a minute or two before starting to thump and kick the counter. It usually
paid dividends. Folk rushed to attend him. For me it was aversion therapy. I now hate making a
fuss in shops or waiting rooms.
Aversion therapy
Last week I endured five hours waiting at a garage for my car’s front bumper to be taken
off and put straight back on again. Replacement parking sensors required unanticipated and
unordered ancillary parts before they could be effectively affixed. I remained commendably polite
throughout the ordeal. We are who we are as much in spite of our parents as because of them.
The long garage wait allowed me to finish reading a biography of the first great twentieth
century counter-tenor, Alfred Deller. It had been lent to me by Mary Denniss MBE, the founder
of the fine Highcliffe Junior Choir. She had read of my admiration for Deller in one of these
articles and kindly posted the book for me to read.
Hooting altos and lilywhite mussels
I enjoyed it. Not least because I learned that Deller was a thoughtful and active high church
Anglican. There was also an illuminating appendix confirming what I have always assumed,
counter-tenors and male altos are indeed falsettists. A little further research reveals that females
have a falsetto register as well as men, though less easy to discern. The slightly breathy hooting
of male alto choristers adds an appealing and unique distinctiveness to all-male choirs.
I first encountered Alfred Deller on an Archiv record of Orlando Gibbons music bought
in the 1960s. It included as well as superb anthems his setting of the Street Cries of London. The
only advertising jingles I have ever loved:
God give you good morrow, my masters, past three o'clock and a fair morning. New
mussels, new lilywhite mussels. New cockles, new great cockles. New great sprats,
new. New great lampreys. New great smelts, new. New fresh herrings. New
haddock, new. New thornback, new. Hot apple pies, hot. Hot pippin pies hot. Fine
pomegranates, fine. Hot mutton pies, hot. Buy a rope. Ha' ye any old bellows or
trays to mend? Rosemary and bays quick and gentle. Ripe chestnuts, ripe.....
O hideous little bat
We have at last finished the 270 poems in David Scott’s Beyond the Drift. We read a poem
after matins every morning, several times if it warrants it. The last was called:
The Fly and the Prayer
It is nothing much, but when you
have settled into prayer, found the space
early, the house asleep, and you are
all set to welcome the Almighty, and a fly
from nowhere begins to flit, and then
sets off an irregular buzzer: do you
say ‘amen’ and give up,
or incorporate it?
The matins after which we read this poem included my son, his wife and my daughter. We
all liked the poem, and in discussing it recalled others that dwell on flies. Emily Dickinson’s: I
heard a Fly buzz - when I died ….. and Karl Shapiro’s: O hideous little bat, the size of snot with
polyhedral eye and shabby clothes….. Rupert Brookes’: Fish (fly-replete in depths of June
dawdling away their watery noon)…
We have now moved on to the poems of R S Thomas. He was prolific. At the rate of one
poem a day our lives are likely to end before the poems.

A matter of perspective
Last Tuesday was the birthday of Oliver Cromwell in 1599. Was he a goodie or a baddie?
Visiting cathedrals and churches defaced and despoiled by his fanatical followers inclines me to
the latter view. It is a matter of perspective though. Some years ago the In Memoriam Column of
The Times ran the two following announcements consecutively:
Oliver Cromwell: ….Statesman, General and Ruler “Let God arise, let His enemies be scattered”
Psalm 68.
Cromwell: To the eternal condemnation of Oliver, Seditionist, Traitor, Regicide, Racialist,
proto-Fascist and blasphemous Bigot. God save England from his like…..

(189) “This and That” - 23 April 2017
Four lambs, as soon as they catch sight of us on our daily walk, gambol bleating across the
paddock to greet us. They stick their heads through the fence asking for a back of the ear scratch
and gobble down our offering of spring fresh leaves from the disease-doomed elm trees in the
hedge.
Rejoicing in lambkins
It is not the beauty of our personalities that attracts them. It is because they were bottle fed
and so regard any passing human being as a potentially munificent mother. Hence their delight in
human company. Or am I being too dully prosaic? Perhaps it’s our Christian faith that so delights
them. Full as it is of positive sheep imagery. Jesus himself holds together two conflicting
metaphors. He is both Good Shepherd and Lamb of God.
Scratching behind the lambs oily-wooled ears and then sniffing my fingers, brings back the
happy days of my first parish in Australia. I was Rector of the village of Skipton, thirty three miles
west of Ballarat. Its population was a mere five hundred human beings, but its surrounding
paddocks supported thousands upon thousands of sheep.
We balanced the church books by bagging and selling sheep manure and held annual
Blessing of the Fleece services in a large shearing shed. The scent of shearing sheds was a heady,
pleasing mixture of lanolin and urine. Judiciously applied lanolin is an excellent emollient for a
number of unpleasant human skin conditions. It is also incomparable for firmly waxing
extravagant moustaches. An average merino fleece yields half a pint of lanolin.
At a parish church fete I once won a Guess the Weight of the Sheep competition. My prize
was the sheep itself, a large merino. It was 1990 and I sold its fleece for $50. At today’s rate of
exchange this is £30.32.
At one with a pinniped
For Easter at the Vicarage we dined on lamb. It was perfectly slow roasted, pulled apart
rather than carved and served with a multiplicity of baked vegetables. I felt a pang of hypocrisy
as I waded in, identifying with the pinniped in Lewis Carol’s strange poem who tucks in to the
trusting oysters he’d befriended…. I weep for you the walrus said, I deeply sympathise, with sobs
and groans he sorted out those of the largest size, holding his pocket handkerchief before his
streaming eyes…. My beloved Cornish poet Charles Causley puts his finger on this monstrous
irony as follows:.
On Being Asked To Write A School Hymn
Tune: Buckland (‘Loving Shepherd of Thy Sheep’)
On a starless night and still
Underneath a sleeping hill
Comes the cry of sheep and kine
From the slaughter house to mine.

Fearful is the call and near
That I do not want to hear,
Though it has been said by some
That the animal is dumb.
Gone the byre and gone the breeze
And the gently moving trees
As with stabbing eye they run
In a clear, electric sun.
Now, red-fingered to their trade
With the shot and with the blade,
Rubber-booted angels white
Enter as the morning light.
But who wields that knife and gun
Does not strike the blow alone,
And there is no place to stand
Other than at his right hand.
God who does not dwell on high
In the wide, unwinking sky,
And whose quiet counsels start
Simply from the human heart,
Teach us strong and teach us true
What to say and what to do,
That we love as best we can
All Thy creatures. Even man.
Amen.

(188) “This and That” - 16 April 2017
Sceptically interested in the paranormal (from ghosts to crop circles), a group of friends and I
formed a Psychical Research Society when at University. Fairly amateurish and brief of existence,
it was nonetheless interesting.
Sitting in haunted houses
Our advertisement for haunted houses in The Rhodesia Herald yielded several. We sat in
them expectantly for long but spookless nocturnal hours. We also attended psychometry sessions.
In these elderly biddies massaged people’s car keys, looked at the ceiling and imparted vague and
platitudinous messages from ‘the other side’. More fruitfully we read up on matters paranormal.
By the end of the Society’s life I had concluded that ninety nine percent of reported
paranormal experiences are bunkum. Jack Nickel, of The Committee for the Scientific Investigation
of the Paranormal made the same point rather more wittily: Approximately 100 percent of crop
circles are man made. Note that I said approximately….. we have to allow for dogs chasing their
tails and other phenomena.
Listening to the Rolling Stones
I don’t listen to pop music. In my late teens and early twenties classical music gradually
displaced it in my affections. It was more to do with melody than snobbery. I am a melody freak.
Above all else it is a good tune that delights and enthrals me. Classical music tends to do much
more with melody than popular music.

Last week, though, I listened to two old Rolling Stones songs with a degree of pleasure.
Ruby Tuesday and She’s a Rainbow. Great melodies. The fooling around on a recorder in the first
is strangely satisfying, and the simple piano accompaniment in the second is almost Mozartian.
On Good Friday the choir sang a simple version of The Reproaches I acquired from a friend
years ago. Melodic and soulful I love this particular version. It is transcribed by hand and I have
no idea who composed it. It was one of the very, very good things about this year’s Good Friday.
Eli Jenkin’s Prayer
Another melodic, simple and soulful piece of music I love beyond telling is Dylan Thomas’
Eli Jenkins Prayer as set to Troyte’s Chant. In the old Hymns Ancient and Modern this chant is
set to Abide with Me. The words are pleasing too:
Every morning when I wake
Dear Lord a little prayer I make
O please to keep Thy loving eye
On all poor creatures born to die.
And every evening at sun-down
I ask a blessing on the town.
For whether we last the night or no
I’m sure is always touch-and-go.
We are not wholly bad or good
Who live our lives under Milk Wood,
And Thou, I know, wilt be the first
To see our best side, not our worst.
O Let us see another day!
Bless us all this night, I pray,
And to the sun we all will bow
And say, good-bye - but just for now.
Knowing the prayer to have been written by Dylan Thomas adds a frisson of irony which
increases the pleasure. The Troyte’s Chant setting of the prayer, sung by a variety of Welsh male
choirs, can be listened to on Youtube.
On our return from Pembrokeshire recently we stopped at Laugharne and visited Dylan
Thomas’s boathouse, the garage where he did much of his writing and his and Caitlan’s graves.
It is said to be the town upon which Under Milk Wood’s village of Llareggub (‘Bugger all’
backwards) is based, though he apparently wrote only 300 lines of it there. It is a pleasing town
on the estuary of the river Taf with an impressive ruined castle.
Insoluble problems
It is as well to remember that some problems are impossible to solve. Like that of the Aborigine
who bought himself a new boomerang and then spent the rest of his life trying to throw the old one
away.

(187) “This and That” - 9 April 2017
Two Sundays ago I climbed the tower of St John’s. Until now the padlocked, wood-blocked,
vertical iron ladder and locked spider-web sealed trapdoor at the top has put me off. As too an
elaborate safety harness in the tower room cupboard. More daunting to don than the ladder to
climb.
Up the Tower of St John’s
It was Nathan Pesin who persuaded me to allow him to venture up. An irresistible challenge

to myself, Daniel his son and Graham Edmiston. So on a sunny spring morning we gazed beyond
lichened, castellated parapets over a newly tidied churchyard to woods beginning to green as their
tree buds unclench and lush paddocks glowing with celandine.
In the belfry below it was good to see eight fine bells though disappointing to note that they
are not hung for full circle ringing. They are morosely stationary. Full circle ringing, that most
English form of jubilation, has not sounded from our tower for at least a hundred and fifty years.
Instead we have an unusual apparatus called an Ellacombe. A device invented in 1821 by
the Reverend H. T. Ellacombe. Fed up with bolshie bell-ringers, he resented them ringing for
purposes other than church services and so wished to make them redundant. A bit of a kill-joy he
particularly disapproved of ‘prize ringing’ where teams of ringers compete with each other and
then make merry in the pub afterwards. The bell ringing columnist of a church periodical, he wrote
in 1875 about a competition in Devon: We blame the vicar and churchwardens for allowing the
church bells to be so prostituted for the benefits of a publican’s pockets.
Energetic bell ringing
Ellacombes such as ours require only one person to operate all eight bells. They are static,
not spun 360 degrees by a single ringer to each bell as with full circle ringing. Instead each bell
clapper is connected by a rope to a fixed frame in the bell-ringing room below. The ringer pulls
the ropes like harp strings to strike clappers against their bell.
For a single ringer to ring complicated changes requires an expertise hard to acquire, and
because the sound of chiming rather than full circle ringing is much fainter, Ellacombes soon fell
out of fashion. They have been removed from most churches. Not so St John’s. The expertise of
our ringers is notable. To see Jean Gibbins vigorously pulling the ropes for weddings raises a
sympathetic sweat on any observer’s forehead.
A Church of England Sound
Change ringing is one of the most joyful and characteristically English of all sounds. Bells
resound frequently in the poems of John Betjeman. His verse autobiography is called Summoned
By Bells. Another verse is splendidly titled:
Church of England Thoughts Occasioned by Hearing the Bells of Magdalene Tower
from the Botanic Gardens, Oxford on St Mary Magdalene’s Day…..
A Church of England sound, it tells
Of “moderate” worship, God and State,
Where matins congregations go
Conservative and good and slow
To elevations of the plate….
Best of all, though is this poem by R S Thomas with its unforgettable image at the end of the first
stanza.
The Belfry
I have seen it standing up grey
Gaunt, as though no sunlight
Could ever thaw out the music
Of its great bell; terrible
In its own way, for religion
Is like that. There are times
When a black frost is upon
One’s whole being, and the heart
In its bone belfry hangs and is dumb.

But who is to know? Always
Even in winter in the cold
Of a stone church, on his knees
Someone is praying, whose prayers fall
Steadily through the hard spell
Of weather that is between God
And himself. Perhaps they are warm rain
That brings the sun and afterwards flowers
On the raw graves and throbbing bells.

(186) “This and That” - 2 April 2017
We were in Pembrokeshire last week, staying with friends. A pleasingly out of the ordinary
man and wife priest team: Andrew and Rhiannon.
A druid with a laugh like Falstaff
It was Andrew who celebrated the Eucharist at Diana and my wedding in Surbiton. We first
knew him on the island of St Helena as a young, unmarried, gentle giant. He was there to teach
crafts such as weaving, dyeing, spinning, lacework and embroidery. Now, no longer young, he is
a tall, pony tailed, long-grey-bearded druid with twinkling eyes and a laugh like Falstaff. His
Vicarage contains three working looms and two at present quiescent for want of space. While we
were there he was embroidering beautifully a stole to be appliqued later.
His serenely countenanced, Welsh speaking wife is just as interesting. Eloquent and clever,
her doctorate was on the 13th century Mabinogian, Britain’s earliest extended piece of literary
prose. She runs a nearby parish of several churches as well as most of the theological training in
her Diocese. Diana is godmother to their daughter Medbh.
In Australia I had an assistant priest obsessed by the Mabinogian. His name, unsurprisingly,
was Jones. He too was exceedingly clever, very funny and an excellent pub companion. One of
those rare priest’s whose sermons I listened to carefully so as not to miss a word.
Zard the lurcher and the Bevin Boy
Resident with the family is Zard, a hairy, leggy lurcher of dubious ancestry and fastidious
eating habits. With a knowing glint to his heavily fringed eyes he viewed me suspiciously from the
corner of them. No matter how much I fussed over him I never quite gained his full approval.
It was not so with Rhiannon’s father, the other permanent Vicarage resident. He is a retired
and fascinating nonagenarian priest, the son of a valley miner. Before he left school and trained
for the priesthood at Mirfield he was a Bevin Boy, one of the young men conscripted to work in
the coal mines between 1942 and 1948. It was lovely listening to his soft Welsh accent as he talked
of life in the pits, of its dangers, hardships, comradeship and joys.
An intelligently devout man he still reads spiritual books, in spite of eye difficulties, says
his prayers, occasionally preaches and visits elderly folk about the village. He told me of a young
curate and his wife during the bombing of Cardiff and Swansea in World War II. On one warm
summer night they decided to leave the windows open and all the lights off, rather than stifle under
the black-out. When they were in bed there was an air raid. The curate got up and made his way
down to the ‘cwtch’ beneath the stairs. His wife did not follow. As the sound of bombers grew
ever closer he called up to ask where she was. She replied ‘I can’t find my false teeth in the dark.’
‘Forget them’ he retorted, ‘they’re dropping bombs, not sandwiches.’

Even Mrs Thatcher had to curtsey
As you would expect from a miner’s son who had himself worked down the pits, he was
a lifelong Labour man and socialist. One of the very best. Surprisingly he offered me a reason for
supporting our monarchy that I had not thought of. One of monarchy’s greatest values, he said, is
to divert pomp, fawning, fuss, adulation and submission away from politicians who have actual
power and therefor prone to self-importance and self aggrandisement, towards a person without
actual power at all. Even Mrs Thatcher was required to curtsey to the Queen.
Dale is a village of about 250 people on the sheltered bay side of the Dale Peninsular, which
in turn is the northern side of the entrance to the Milford Haven estuary. According to our hosts
it is the sunniest and warmest spot in Wales, fully sheltered from westerly winds and fronts. In our
walks we noticed red campion in flower for the first time this year. So perhaps they are right and
it is indeed warmer even than the New Forest which, compared to most of England, is all but
tropical. In spite of road signs in gobbledy gook Welsh Dale is part of Little England in Wales. The
region of southern Pembrokeshire and south western Carmarthenshire that has been English in
language and culture for centuries. Little wonder that we felt so at home there.
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